Mini We-Space Gatherings on Bornholm
Summer 2019 and onwards …
Yggdrasil Living Wholeness offers a perfect sanctuary for today’s world. The concentrated environment of presence and
spaciousness that Nicky and John maintain as individuals is reflected in the we-space environment they create. Visionary
centres of this caliber are valuable resources for anyone seeking to explore depth in community.
With gratitude, Laura Madsen
lauramadsen.ca

Experimenting with We-Space gatherings
Throughout the summer 2019 and until the end of the year when our new facilities will be completed, we will be holding single
day We-Space gatherings with small groups of 3 to 5 people. There are no fixed dates for these experimental encounters. They
will emerge spontaneously with people who feel drawn to come to Bornholm and who want to follow their impulse to meet
with others in new configurations and locations.

A sanctuary for listening to the emerging future
The gatherings will take place in our home, Ny Elleskov, in Østerlars on the island of Bornholm.
It is possible to sleep over in our first guest accommodation, extending your stay for as long as you want before and after the
event.

A taster experience
A mini We-Space gathering will provide you with a direct experience of the principles of the larger We-Space experiments (5
to 7 days) that are currently emerging and coalescing in the field of higher consciousness. Each day will start at 8am and will
go through to the evening around 9pm. As part of our work together, we will be cooking simple meals and eating together.
We will provide the food taking into account any dietary needs.

Sensing, listening, expressing
The day will start with a period of sitting in silence/meditation before taking breakfast together. We will then meet in a circle
to share what is alive within us and in the space. We will work with three focusses: (1) learning to tune into our inner senses,
(2) listening to what wants to come through us as individuals and as a We, (3) voicing our impulses and following up on our
intuition.

Be curious and connect to your Whole Self
We-Space gatherings are for people curious and willing to open themselves up to new ways of being with others and working
together, and being in service to much bigger than ourselves. When we are committed to receiving each other unconditionally
and to sharing our inner life within outer realities, then we access the wholeness of who we really are. The We-Space acts as a
portal opening up the flow of creativity and Love.

Costs
We-Space gathering: 650 DKK (90€) per day including 3 meals
Accommodation in Ny Elleskov: 200 DKK (27€) per night and per person

Booking a place/day
Contact us at contact@yggdrasil-wholeness.com telling us when you want to experience a We-Space gathering.
With love, Nicky & John

